Please join us for our inaugural workshop:

**Product Labeling, Territorial Disputes, and International Trade After the ECJ’s Psagot Ruling**

*With opening remarks by former Ambassador to the EU Stuart Eizenstat*

The European Court of Justice recently ruled that Israeli products from the West Bank and Golan Heights must have origin labelling that declares their provenance as being from “settlements” in “occupied territory.” This workshop seeks to examine the labelling requirements from an international trade law perspective. Does international trade law require labelling of goods from occupied territories? If so, what other territories might such requirements apply to? What are the consequences of the EU limiting its “ethical” labelling requirements to Israeli-controlled territories?

**Speakers**

Professor Brenda Shaffer, “‘Not drinking alone: EU policy toward products produced in settlements in occupied territories in the former Soviet space,” Georgetown University

Olga Kanevskaya, “Broadening the scope of technical barriers to trade: the Psagot cases,” Tilburg University


The event will be moderated by Professor Eugene Kontorovich, Director of CILME.

**January 17, 2020**

**9 AM – 12 PM**

Coffee and light refreshments will be served, starting at 8:30 AM.

**3301 Fairfax Drive ● Hazel Hall ● Room 332 ● Arlington, Virginia**

Please RSVP to Erielle Davidson (edavid7@gmu.edu) no later than January 14, 2020.

*CILME is funded in part by a generous grant from the Goldhirsh-Yellin Foundation.*